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Abstract 
Daylight represents one of the crucial factors that affect directly on the building performance and its occupants. This study assesses the 
daylight performance in the multi-storey residential buildings (apartments) in Erbil city. It aims to find out the impact of building 
typology on daylighting quality and quantity. The endeavour of this research is to determine the optimal plan typology in providing 
sufficient daylight levels. A simulation method has been used with an academic licensed Revit Architecture 2019 with plugged insight 
daylight analysis as one of Building Information Modeling (BIM) tools for achieving this goal. Five multi-storey residential buildings 
were selected as cases of study. Three types of simulation were run on each project: Illuminance, LEED, and Daylight Autonomy to 
achieve results. The results were analyzed and compared with daylight standards levels. The results demonstrated that the point typology 
is the best type of plans among all cases in terms of providing optimal daylight performance, while the double-loaded plan typology was 
the worst. The study concluded that the plan typology has an obvious impact on achieving daylight performance in the multi-storey 
residential buildings. The current research can contribute to identifying the shortcomings of daylight levels in buildings seeking to 
overcome it in the early phases of design. 

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by solarlits.com. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). 

 

1. Introduction
The home environment is of great significance to human beings. 
It is a place where people typically spend most of their time 
performing various social and life activities [1-3]. Without proper 
daylighting, they may have physiological and psychological 
problems, which in some cases can cause sickness [4]. Many 
studies have demonstrated that if daylight is the primary source of 
lighting, there is a great improvement in productivity, performance 
and wellbeing in general [5,6]. Daylight provides a better lighting 
environment than electrical lighting sources because daylight is 
most compatible with the visual response of humans by comparing 
it with all other types of lighting [7]. The majority of humans 
prefer a daylight environment because sunlight consists of a 
balanced spectrum of color, with its energy peaking slightly in the 
blue-green area of the visible spectrum [8,9]. 

Daylight has been an integral part of architecture studies 
because it serves many purposes in the building, as it is one of the 

vital aspects to be taken into account during the building design 
process. Natural daylight is the key component to allowing 
users/occupants to perceive their spatial surroundings as well as 
improve their visual comfort. Daylight provides an essential 
element to the architecture experience. It provides visual and 
personal attention that helps to form the space in the human mind. 
Without daylight, space will be free of any personality and 
deepness. It is important that architects and designers incorporate 
daylight into their designs for the convenience of the occupants' 
wellbeing and the quality of the experience. This, in turn, affects 
their behavior, work style, life, emotion etc. Moreover, daylight 
plays an essential role in achieving a healthy and sustainable living 
environment. 

Daylighting and access to direct sunlight play prominent roles 
in residential building design. Bringing natural light to buildings 
is, therefore, one of the most important aspects of design. 
Designing the optimal level of natural light inside a building is 
complicated by many factors that may affect the distribution of 
light. One of these parameters is the building typology and its 
potential effects in achieving optimal daylight levels within its 
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interior spaces. The city of Erbil has witnessed in the last two 
decades a big boom in urbanization and development, housing 
sector representing the largest share of this prosperity. From this 
perspective, the importance of this study lies in the verification 
and detection of the possible relationship between building design 
and daylight level in the context of multi-storey residential 
buildings, in an attempt to contribute to the field of knowledge 
through such research trends. This may provide local architects 
with a database to review and avoid deficiencies in daylight levels 
in buildings in general and residential buildings in particular, 
especially at the early beginnings of the design process. 
 
1.1. Definition of typology 
Linguistically, typology is taken from the word 'type' which is 
defined by Cambridge International Dictionary of English as a 
particular group of things or people sharing similar features and 
forms a smaller division of a larger set" [10]. In this sense, 'type' 
is related to categorization based on the similarity of characters or 
features [11]. McHenry [12], as cited in [13], defines it in more 
detail as: "a system of groupings, usually called types, the 
members of which are identified by postulating specified attributes 
that are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive - groupings 
set up to aid demonstration or inquiry by establishing a limited 
relationship among phenomena. A type may denote one or several 
kinds of features and must include only those types that are 
important for the problem in question. This definition is used to 
differentiate typology from classification by emphasizing the 
former’s role as a system of grouping of types to aid demonstration, 
or investigation, by establishing a limited relationship among 
phenomena [14], as cited in [11]. 
 
1.2. Configuration of residential buildings 
Typological classification of residential building configurations is 
becoming increasingly more relevant for solving complex 
housing-related issues, especially in the current conditions in 
highly urbanized areas [15]. Prominent theorists in the field of 
building typologies such as Quatremère de Quincy, Giulio Carlo 
Argan and Aldo Rossi emphasize the theoretical considerations of 
the importance and necessity of typology in architecture. 
Sherwood [16] highlights the role of the typology of forms in the 

course of clarifying architectural issues and defining solutions. As 
Sherwood [16] explains the benefits of the use of prototypes in 
housing, he defines the types of housing units according to their 
orientation and the types of residential buildings according to 
access to dwelling units [17], as cited in [15]. Tibermacine and 
Zemmouri [18] classified building shape and layout based on an 
analysis made to bring out the most common typologies of a 
residential apartment in an average-sized building in hot and arid 
regions. Their analysis revealed five common typologies include 
slab configuration, L floor layout, pavilion configuration, U floor 
layout buildings as well as courtyard configuration, as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

Ju et al. [19] classified the block plans (building plan typology) 
into mainly four types:  the single-loaded corridor type which is a 
form where units are arranged only on one side of the common 
corridor, the double-loaded corridor type which is a form where 
units are arranged in rows on both sides of a corridor, tower type 
and atrium type (Fig. 2). 
 
1.3. Daylight definitions 
Daylight is the natural light that there is during the day before it 
gets dark [20]. Daylight is defined as "the combination of all direct 
and indirect sunlight during the daytime". This comprises diffuse 
sky radiation and direct sunlight. Both of these often reflected by 
the Earth and terrestrial objects, like buildings and landforms. 
Sunlight which is reflected or scattered by objects in outer space 
is generally not considered daylight. Thus, despite moonlight is in 
direct sunlight, daylight excludes it. The period of time each day 
when daylight occurs is called daytime. Daylight occurs as Earth 
rotates, and either side on which the Sun shines is considered 
daylight [21]. 
 
1.4. Daylight and residential buildings 
There are many advantages for daylighting in enhancing the 
building design, in that good distribution of natural daylight in the 
space within the design reduces the need for artificial electric 
lighting and improves the visual comfort [22]. High rise residential 
buildings have the characteristic of placing circulation in the 
middle of the building and the apartment units on the side. This 
distribution leads to increasing artificial lighting usage that causes 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Slab configuration, (b) pavilion configuration, (c) U shape, (d) L shape, and (e) courtyard configuration [18]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Typologies of block plans - building plan typologies [19]: (a) single-loaded corridor type, (b) double-loaded corridor type, (c) tower (point) type, and (d) 
atrium type. 
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increasing in high energy consumption because of the low 
illumination level in the room especially in the rear room and 
restricted penetration of daylight. More energy can be saved by the 
use of the right daylight technologies [23] and have a good impact 
on occupant's health, productivity and satisfaction [24-27]. 
Daylight is a significant element for residential spaces that can 
contribute to maintaining the minimum illuminance level required 
to improve indoor environmental quality and user comfort. The 
benefits of a carefully planned daylight concept range from an 
enhanced lighting quality for the inhabitants to reduced artificial 
lighting consumption [28,29]. When the process of design 
comprises daylight strategies integrated into the building design 
process in the primary design phases, significant energy savings 
can be attained [30-32]. 
 
1.5. Daylight effects on human 
Daylight is significant to people’s wellbeing and health; in a recent 
study presented by [33], it seriously affects the emotion, mental 
alertness and mood of humans. The benefits of daylight and 
sunlight in buildings for the health and well-being of occupants 
have been recognized by many researchers. These benefits include 
its necessity for the regulation of daily rhythms [34]. Daylight is 
one method to offer healthy lighting in buildings; it is efficient in 
terms of energy, rich in short-wavelength light and obtainable 
much of the time at great concentrations [35]. Using lighting in the 
right way in buildings means mainly to study the possibility of 
using daylight [36]. According to [37] there is a common 
agreement that space with good daylighting is one that minimizes 
visual uneasiness and gives high levels of visual quality under 
exclusively or predominantly daylight conditions regularly 
throughout the year. Daylight remains the main factor in how 
space is revealed and perceived by its users [38]. In general, 
daylight existence has an important positive influence on the 
quality of lighting and makes a more attractive interior space [39]. 
Daylight has a natural variant brightness and intensity and carries 
data about the time of day and the world outside; the season and 
weather. The continuous alterations in daylight have a positive 
effect on mood and stimulation [36]. Bluish morning light has 
biologically an activating (alerting) effect, while the red sky that 
we see more often has a relaxing effect in the early evening. A 
good daylight space should host a stimulating interplay of light 
and building form that keeps occupants comfortable and satisfies 
their needs [40]. 

 
2. Daylight metrics 
2.1. Static metrics 
2.1.1. Daylight factor 
The daylight factor expresses the ratio of illuminance at a specific 
point in a space as a percentage of the total illuminance from the 
whole, unobstructed, overcast sky. It is the simplest and the most 
common metric to quantify the daylight allowed by a window, as 
it expresses the potential illuminance inside a room in the worst 
possible scenario under overcast sky conditions, when there is less 
exterior daylight [41]. 

 
2.1.2. Daylight illuminance 
Daylight Illuminance is the incident light, where the “incident” is 
the beam of light actually landing on the surface, it is also known 

as the amount of light striking a surface, [42]. Illuminance is the 
amount of light falling on a surface and luminance that of the light 
reflected from it or emitted by it in some cases [43]. In photometry, 
illuminance is the total luminous flux incident on a surface, per 
unit area. It measures how much the incident light illuminates the 
surface, wavelength-weighted by the luminosity function to 
correlate with human brightness perception [44]. It is the most 
extensively acceptable and simplest daylight metric which has 
been used by regulations and standards [45]. Illuminance has been 
defined as “the ratio of the luminous flux, incident on an 
infinitesimal surface in the neighborhood of the points, to the area 
of surface” [46]. The range of acceptable illuminance threshold 
has been limited between 300 - 3000 Lux [47]. 

 
2.2. Dynamic daylight metrics (DDM) 
Building regulations and certification systems are moving away 
from the DF model due to its intrinsic limitations. The DF metric 
is replaced with the so-called dynamic daylight metrics (DDM); 
often referred to as Climate-Based Daylight Modeling (CBDM) 
[48] because it results from the development of CBDM, which is 
the ‘prediction of various radiant or luminous quantities (e.g. 
irradiance, illuminance, radiance and luminance) using sun and 
sky conditions that are derived from standardized annual 
meteorological datasets’ [37]. CBDM thus allows a whole year 
simulation instead of looking at single sky situations. The most 
common DDM used in practice are defined below. DDM require 
advanced computer simulations [49]. 

 
2.2.1. Daylight autonomy (DA) 
Reinhart and Walkenhorst [50] have defined the daylight 
autonomy as the percentage of the occupied hours of the year when 
the minimum illuminance requirement at the sensor is met by 
daylight alone. Unlike the daylight factor, the DA method is 
climate dependent, consequently being more likely to give a better 
daylight evaluation of the studied space. 

 
2.2.2. Useful daylight illuminance (UDI) 
A development of DA is the UDI which also is based on work 
plane illuminance. It adds another demand on what is considered 
adequate daylight to work in. This is added as an upper threshold 
so as to avoid glare and overheating issues. The thresholds 
proposed being below 100 lux and above 2000 lux, where below 
100 lux would be to dark and above 2000 lux would lead to visual 
and/or thermal discomfort. UDI is the percentage of the occupied 
hours of the year when illuminance lies within one of the three 
illumination ranges: 0-100 lx, 100-2000 lx, and over 2000 lx [51]. 
It provides information not only on useful daylight levels, but also 
on excessive levels that could be the cause of glare or unwanted 
solar gains. 

 
2.2.3. Spatial daylight autonomy (sDA) 
Spatial Daylight Autonomy describes how much of a space 
receives sufficient daylight, which is for residential spaces must 
achieve (sDA 300 lux / 50% of the annual occupied hours) for at 
least 55% of the floor area as shown in Table 1. It has no upper 
limit on luminance levels. It calculates the percentage of analysis 
points that exceeds a specified Illuminance level (300 lux) for at 
least 50% of the total occupied hours from 8am-6pm over the year 
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[52], while the percentage of sDA should be at least 55% or 75% 
to achieve 2 to 3 LEED points. 

 
2.2.4. Annual sunlight exposure (ASE) 
It is defined as the cumulative amount of visible light incident on 
a point of interest over the course of a year. Annual light exposure 
is measured in lux hours per year. ASE is used to describe how 
much of space receives too much direct sunlight, which can cause 
visual discomfort (glare) or increase the cooling loads. In LEED 
v4 ASE measures the percentage of floor area that receives at least 
1000 lux for at least 250 occupied hours per year, which must not 
exceed 10% of floor area [53]. ASE is the number of hours per 
year at a given point where direct sun is incident on the surface. In 
other words it is the second metric used by LEED, which searches 
for any potential source of visual discomfort, particularly the 
presence of direct sunlight. This metric calculates the percentage 
of the analysis points that exceeds a specified illuminance level, 
1000 lux, for at least 250 hours of the occupied hours without any 
contribution from the sky [54]. 

 
2.2.5. Daylight performance index (DPI) 
Other metrics for daylight have started to emerge. It prescribes 
thresholds with a minimum and maximum daylight factor. The 
maximum value here is thought to avoid over-illumination and 
problems that follow, such as glare and overheating. The DPI only 
accounts for the area of the building which has a daylight factor 
between these two values. Instead of using a standard diffuse sky, 
the prevailing sky of the location is used; although still diffuse [55]. 

 
2.2.6. Continuous daylight autonomy (cDA) 
It is another set of metrics that proposed by [56]. In contrast to 
earlier definitions of daylight autonomy, partial credit is attributed 
to time steps when the daylight illuminance lies below the 
minimum illuminance level. For example, in the case where 500 
lx are required and 400 lx are provided by daylight at a given time 
step, a partial credit of 400 lx/500 lx 0.8 is given for that time step. 
The result is that instead of a hard threshold the transition between 
compliance and noncompliance becomes softened. This change to 
the metric can be justified by field studies that indicate that 
illumination preferences vary between individuals, and that many 
office occupants tend to work at lower daylight levels than the 
commonly referred 300 or 500 lx [57]. 
 
3. Daylight performance according to LEED 
To incorporate new metrics, LEED v4 has updated the “Daylight” 
credit under the Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) category and 
in order to achieve daylight credit, LEED 2009 provided a 
prescriptive compliance path. By using the window design, this 
compliance option facilitated calculating daylight in space. Yet, 
these calculations were inaccurate as they did not account for 
project-specific performance factors such as exterior conditions, 
building orientation, time of day and year or interaction with 

interior finishes. This prescriptive compliance method is no longer 
permitted by LEED v4. Instead, the focus will be on using 
simulations for daylight analyses and actual measurements for the 
estimation of daylight levels and quality [58]. 
 
4. Previous related research and studies 
Many studies have adopted residential buildings in an attempt to 
study the performance, quantity, and quality of natural lighting 
entering their interior spaces. Each one of them has pursued a 
different research approach in addressing the problem of 
daylighting. These studies can be reviewed and discussed 
according to those approaches, visions and methods adopted. Of 
these studies, some can be referred to, for example, Sarvani & 
Kontovourkis [59] studied a proposed residential building in 
Cyprus that was designed based on the climatic and functional 
issue. The design method of the building depends on solar 
radiation and daylight in this location. The study was based on 
how simulation can help improve the performance of this design 
in providing sufficient daylight in all the building's spaces. Within 
the same context, Lauridsen and Petersen [60] used Grasshopper 
to generate different fenestration systems for a room that fulfils 
performance criteria regarding daylight, energy-saving and indoor 
climate. The study concluded that the method can generate an 
almost optimum solution based on designer concepts, which can 
achieve indoor environmental requirements. Reaching 60% of 
daylight autonomy in the midpoint of the room is acceptable range 
but this will cause less in the other interior points behind this point 
which will be not acceptable according to standards. Not far from 
the previous context but within office buildings, Qingsong and 
Fukuda [61] applied simulation in their study to optimize heat gain 
and daylight inside an office building in Beijing. The study 
method depends on finding the best size window area on each wall 
to minimize energy consumption and maximize the useful daylight 
illuminance. The study found that south-oriented window is the 
best orientation, followed by north as an optimum solution in 63% 
of the time, with height 3.063 m and width 1.959 m, in order to 
improve daylight illuminance to be greater than 300Lux. The 
resulting dimension in this study may not be acceptable for most 
types of residential units and buildings in particular because the 
ceiling height is usually less than three meters. 

At the level of building typology, Hammad Amin et al., [47] 
conducted a study on school design daylighting analysis in Erbil 
City to assess its natural light performance. For this, six foundation 
schools with different size, shape, and layout have been selected. 
The daylight illuminance level and daylight autonomy have been 
simulated and compared with design standards for sufficient 
daylight. Revit with insight plug-in has been adopted as a 
simulation tool. The results showed that the illuminance level in 
most of the case studies is below the satisfactory range depended 
on architectural standards. The sDA and ASE have reached what 
is needed in three different school layouts. In contrast, sDA and 
ASE performance was below the required levels in other cases. 
The study showed a marked variation in the amount and level of 
daylight performance depending on the building typologies. 
Likewise, Montenegro et al., [62] explored the effect of 
typological variations of school buildings on their visual, thermal, 
indoor air quality and energy performance by using the IES-VE 
software. To analyze their bioclimatic potential in two different 
climatic contexts, nine typologies of school buildings were 

Table 1. LEED v4 - Points for daylight floor area: Spatial daylight autonomy [53]. 
sDA (for regularly occupied floor area) Points 

55%  2 
75% 3 
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modeled using three recurring proportions of classrooms (2:3, 1:1 
and 3:2) cold (Montreal, Canada) and temperate (Santiago, Chile). 
According to the DA index, the visual performance was assessed. 
Results showed that the best performances are consistently related 
to linear typologies under both climates. 

Realizing the importance of the building typology but within the 
urban context, Sattrup & Strømann-Andersen [63] conducted a 
study seeking to answer a logical question: how does urban form 
and density, as expressed in different building typologies, affect 
energy use and daylight? They developed a framework for urban 
analysis for examining the potentiality of passive solar energy and 
daylight and their impact on the total energy performance of 
typical urban typologies in Denmark. A comprehensive suite of 
climate-based dynamic thermal and daylight simulations showed 
how the passive energy properties of buildings are affected by 
increases in urban density and urban form design choices. The 
study analyzed both traditional and contemporary typologies. The 
results demonstrated that the relative impact of choosing a specific 
typology may affect up to 16% of the total energy performance 
and up to 48% of the daylight autonomy in buildings at similar 
urban densities. On the other hand, Li et al., [64] aimed in their 
study to simplify a procedure for determining indoor daylight 
illuminance using daylight coefficient concept in Hong Kong. The 
study focused on daylighting performance and energy use for 
residential flats facing large sky obstructions via computer 
simulations. The daylighting performance for typical interior 
rooms was investigated in terms of daylight factor and illuminance 
level. The study explained that the daylight levels of residential 
flats can be greatly reduced by neighboring buildings and hence 
the externally reflected component would be the principal source 
of natural light. Mass public housing designed with optimization 
approach of natural lighting was studied by Suriansyah [65]; she 
focused on daylight quality potency at mass public housing in 
Bandung Indonesia. Apartment Sarijadi Bandung (ASB) was 
intended as mass public housing for the lower middle income. 
ASB designed as cluster typology with one staircase lined to four 
dwelling units. The study aimed to determine the extent of natural 
lighting at ASB that is designed with optimization approach of 
natural lighting. Field surveys conducted in obtaining data of (1) 
illuminant of the residential units, and (2) physical spatial 
configurations of architectural elements, which was used for 
analyzing how much the natural lighting available in the 
residential units at ASB. The importance of this study lies in the 
innovations of disclosure of influence factors of the architectural 
physic-spatial configuration to daylighting potential in vertical 
residential building typology as in the ASB. It is a useful new 
finding to be applied in supporting the development of science and 
technology and procurement related to vertical housing that 
provides opportunities for better life quality and energy efficiency 
in urban areas. Chatzipoulka et al. [66] have aimed to explore 
relationships between urban geometry and solar availability on 
building façades and at the pedestrian level, with implications for 
buildings’ passive potential and outdoor thermal comfort, 
respectively. The study was based on the morphological and solar 
analysis of 24 urban forms of London, covering a wide range of 
built density values found across the city. Apart from the strong, 
negative effect of density, the analysis of this study revealed that 
solar availability on ground and façades is significantly affected 
by urban layout. 

Compliance with current developments of multi-family housing 
is a hot topic, for instance, Bournas and Dubois [67] investigated 
the daylight regulation compliance of existing multi-family 
housing developments located primarily in Sweden. To test their 
compliance with the current Swedish daylight regulation, 
Radiance simulations were used to evaluate a representative 
sample of 54 buildings constructed from 1926-1991. The studied 
buildings were selected according to their relevance to main 
architectural typologies of Swedish urban planning. The 
assessment was based on a point Daylight Factor scheme (DFP), 
which stipulates that for the room to be sufficiently lighted, a 
specific point in a room should achieve a Daylight Factor DFP ≥ 
1%. Results showed that specific architectural typologies 
consistently yield poor DFP levels compared to other ones. 
Moreover, the study concluded that the daylight performance of 
multi-family houses was affected by different planning practices 
during Swedish urban planning history in a specific period.  

Also at the level of residential buildings but within a specified 
range of spaces, Angeraini [68] studied the influence of the 
balcony and actual sunspace on the daylight performance in the 
adjacent living spaces (workshop, kitchen and living room) in 
multi-family housing in Malmö, Sweden by the use of simulation 
programs. The results showed that the daylight received in the 
neighboring spaces was reduced by at least 50% compared to the 
apartments without balcony and sunspace. The study showed that 
the least depth and the shortest length of balcony and the sunspace 
gave the highest average daylight autonomy (DA) and average 
daylight factor (DF) in all living spaces of the four studied 
apartments. The relationship between lighting illuminated to 
interior spaces through windows in an apartment building was 
investigated by Al-Shurafa [69]; she highlighted the situation of 
daylighting in multi-storey residential buildings at the Gaza Strip, 
Palestine to propose design guidelines. The study concluded with 
a set of recommendations such as confirming the direct 
relationship between the illuminance level that reaches inner 
spaces through the window with window design, and the 
illuminance level that reaches lower spaces with light well design. 
The study found significant effects of plan orientation, area, light 
well surfaces material reflectance, and opening area passes the 
light to the spaces on the illuminance level in the tested spaces. It 
has been revealed that light shelf has effective results on 
improving the quality distribution of light. Although the study 
reported some factors that affect daylight inside the building, it did 
not determine the amount of effect produced by each factor on 
daylight. 

Notably, daylighting within residential buildings as a topic has 
occupied a great deal of research work, but from different points 
of view. Syed Husin and Harith [70] focused on the numerous 
materials and kinds of window and the glass, in order to identify 
the quality and quantity of daylight that penetrates into the 
residential buildings. Based on a series of measurement, it was 
identified that the type of glazing and window gives major 
significant on the performance of daylight and thermal 
performance in residential buildings. Another important topic 
related to daylighting is energy-saving and consumption within 
buildings. Line with this context, Li and Tsang [71] have studied 
energy implications and the daylighting performance for office 
buildings. A total of 35 commercial buildings have been chosen in 
the survey. Based on RADIANCE simulation program, two 
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typical office blocks were further analyzed. The daylighting 
performance was assessed in terms of room depth, glare index and 
daylight factor. It has been found that the daylighting performance 
for office buildings is quite effective. About one-third of the office 
areas that are near the perimeter regions have an average daylight 
factor of 5%. For the inner region of deep plan offices, some 
innovative daylighting systems such as the light pipe and light 
redirecting panels could be used to improve the performance of 
the daylighting. The study concluded that the office building 
envelops designs are conducive to effective daylighting and proper 
daylight linked lighting controls could save over 25% of the total 
electric lighting use.  

The studies reviewed emphasized the importance and role of 
simulation programs in studying and measuring the quality, 
quantity, performance and level of daylight entering the interior 
spaces of buildings in general and residential in particular. These 
studies differed in the way they approached the subject of daylight. 
Some studied daylight quantities and compared them with energy 
consumption levels. Other studies have gone on to come up with 
a set of suggestions, guidelines, conceptual and practical 
frameworks for the development and repair of the defect in the 
level of daylight penetrating into the buildings. A few of these 
studies have adopted residential building typology as a basis for 
research. A handful focused on a part of the spaces and neglected 
the other spaces, while some of them adopted multi-storey 
residential buildings in one or limited cases, as they did not cover 
all the types recognized by architects and designers. Therefore, the 
present study is considered to fill the gap that exists at least within 
the cognitive and research contexts discussed and reviewed in 
advance in this research effort. The importance of the current 
research lies in the adoption of multi-storey residential buildings 
and for all known and common typologies. What distinguishes this 
study from its predecessors is that it linked the type (plan layout 
typologies) of multi-storey residential building specifically, 
without focusing on a particular part with the neglect of the rest of 
the other parts and spaces. Hence, this research contributes to 
supporting architects specializing in the design of multi-storey 
buildings, especially in the early stages of design. 

 
4.1. Research problem 
A search through the literature shows that much of current 
daylighting research is mainly focused on office spaces, whereas 
residential architecture is rarely taken into consideration. A 
keyword search across academic search engines reveals that only 
35% focus on residential architecture out of 6865 publications, 
whereas the rest 65% focus on office spaces [72]. It is clear from 
the literature reviewed that there are several factors parameters 
that affect the distribution of daylight inside buildings as well as 
many tools are available for design and simulation. However, none 
of these studies addressed the relationship between multi-storey 
residential building typologies and the level of daylight 
performance within their interior spaces. 

The pursuit of energy-saving and reduction of increases in 
energy consumption rates requires increased utilization of daylight; 
this problem has become an important issue in the design and 
construction of buildings. Providing natural light in residential 
buildings specifically has always been a challenge for architects 
and building designers. As daylight is one of the most important 
factors in the apartments, this question is come to mind: How does 

building typology affect the optimal daylight level in interior 
spaces of apartment buildings? The multi-storey residential 
building includes many different plan typologies that may provide 
a different amount of daylight, which generate a shortfall in 
daylight performance in certain cases more than others. According 
to scenario compiled above, the research problem can be 
formulated as a verification of the relationship between the 
architectural plan typologies of multi-storey residential buildings 
with daylight (natural lighting) level in its interior spaces. 
 
4.2. Research aim and objectives 
The aim of this research is to investigate the impact of the plan 
typology on the building daylight performance in the multi-storey 
residential building (apartments) in Erbil city by using the building 
information modeling (BIM). In order to achieve this aim, the 
following objectives are formulated specifically. 
1. To measure the impact of plan typology on daylight 

performance level in multi-storey residential building. 
2. To determine the optimal plan typology in providing sufficient 

daylighting. 
3. To identify the optimal daylight distribution within the interior 

spaces of multi-storey residential buildings. 
4. To provide specific design guidelines of daylight performance 

in multi-storey residential buildings. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Methodology stages. 
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5. Research methodology 
5.1. General method 
One of the most important aspects of designing sustainable 
buildings is building performance analysis. Architects have done 
such analyses done to predict how buildings are performing in 
terms of their luminous environment as a result of daylight. 
Computer simulation tools or hand calculations have been used to 
perform the programs of daylight analysis. For simulation, once 
the architect states the architectural model of a building, the 
simulation expert makes a simulation model for the execution of 
the analysis. The preparation of simulation models can be a very 
lengthy and resources consuming process as the work mostly 
consists of manual translation from architectural model data to 
simulation data [73]. Graphical user interfaces for the definition of 
model geometry have been created for simulation tools to ease the 

process of creating the input files. In addition, geometry modeling 
tools have been linked with daylight simulation tools. In this field, 
BIM is being used in building design [74]. This section presents a 
methodology of using BIM tools such as Autodesk Revit which 
has been applied as a modeling program in this research; in 
addition, daylighting analysis tool such as Insight360 as a 
simulation tool has been used to find the relation between daylight 
optimization performance and plan typology. The simulation 
process allows for choosing the optimum design typology among 
the defined groups of typologies. This could be achieved through 
simulation of the case studies to find the final daylight 
performance of each type (Fig. 3). Daylight performance will be 
assessed in this study according to Daylight Illuminance, LEED, 
and Spatial Daylight Autonomy. This is to get a more accurate and 
reliable results about each case study of multi-residential building. 
  

Table 2. Case studies classification. 
 Project name Plan Typologies 

Point Single-loaded  
corridor 

Double-loaded  
corridor 

Large-scale  
development 

Mixed 

1 Golan tower      
2 Kamarany city      
3 Lebanon Village      
4 Mamostayan city      
5 Empire world      

 

 
Fig. 4. Case studies plan layout. 
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5.2. Case studies classification 
After drawing all the cases were selected, the next stage is to 
classify them according to the plan typologies. The selected multi-
storey residential projects have been classified based on five 
categories of plan typology as follows: 
A. Point: consists of the projects that have one central vertical 

circulation where all the entrances to the apartments are located 
near it.  

B. Single loaded corridor (Gallery): consists of the projects that 
have one or more central vertical circulation connected with a 
long corridor where all apartments are located on one side of it. 

C. Double loaded corridor: consists of the projects that have one 
or more central vertical circulation connected with a long 
corridor where all apartments are located on both sides. 

D. Large scale developments (Segment): consists of the projects 
that have one or more central vertical circulation where the 
same shapes are repeated two or more than two times but those 
parts are connected to each other by joints to produce the final 
shape of the building. 

E. Mixed: one or more of the previous typologies were mixed in 
the same building corridor with a segment and so on. 

For the purposes of analysis and comparison, five case studies 
of multi-storey residential buildings (apartments) in Erbil city 
were selected as a sample (Table 2), i.e. one case to represent each 
of the types mentioned above. Plan layouts of the case studies are 
presented in Fig. 4. 
 
6. Results and discussion 
All processes from data collection to the final stage of modeling 
can be considered as preparation for the last stage which is a 
simulation. At this stage, three types of simulation were conducted 
on each case study to produce three different results according to 
the type of simulation (Illuminance Analysis, LEED v4 option 2, 
and Daylight Autonomy (sDA preview)). The simulation was 
performed using the Insight360 version (3.1.2.1 educational 
license) as a simulation tool. The following results were obtained 
from running the simulation: 
 

6.1. Daylight illuminance results 
The first type of simulation which is Illuminance Analysis was run 
on all the projects one by one to achieve results. The simulation 
setting of this running was as follows:  
A. Location: Erbil city, Iraq.  
B. Date/time: 21 September/two simulation time first at 9 am and 

the second at 3 pm. The sky model selected for daylight 
calculations is a clear sky. 

C. Illuminance setting: Threshold between 300 lux as lower point 
and 3000 lux as an upper point. 

Table 3 shows that apartments of Kamarany city which 
represent point typology achieved the highest percentage of 
daylight availability with 84% (the sum of within threshold and 
above threshold) followed by apartments of Mamostayan city with 
80%, while apartments of Gulan Towers, Lebanon Village and 
Empire World achieved a lower percentage of daylight availability 
with 68%, 65% and 64% respectively. Obviously, the results of all 
plan typologies vary with each other, ranging from the lowest 64% 
for apartments of the mixed typology to the highest 84% for 
apartments of the point typology in terms of achieving daylight 
levels. However, this result cannot be considered alone because 
there is another simulation performed at 3 pm. 

Table 4 shows the results of simulation at 3 pm on 21/September, 
the best case is Kamarany city achieved the highest average of 
daylight availability with 84% from the point type, while the worst 
case was Lebanon Village with 65% representing double-loaded 
typology. At the 3 pm simulation, the results were changed very 
slightly and the double-loaded is the worst typology and the single 
point typology was the best in terms of daylighting performance. 

Figure 5 shows the final results of this stage of simulation, 
which is the average percentage of the results of both times (9 am 
and 3 pm) for daylight availability based on plan typologies. In 
both times, with about 63% of the total floor area within threshold 
between 300-3000 lux plus 21% as above the threshold 300 lux, 
accounting a total daylight availability of 84% of the total floor 
area for apartments of Kamarany City representing the point 
typology were recorded the best compared to other cases. Whereas, 
the apartments of Lebanon Village representing double-loaded 
plan typology and apartments of Empire World are the worst in 

Table 3. Simulation best results according to typology at 9 am for all cases. 
Project Plan Typology Within threshold Above threshold Below threshold Daylight availability 

Kamarany City Point 63% 21% 16% 84% 
Mamostayan City  Large sc. developments* 66% 14% 20% 80% 
Lebanon Village  Double-loaded 54% 11% 35% 65% 
Empire World Mixed 37% 27% 36% 64% 
Gulan Tower Single-loaded 54% 14% 32% 68% 

*Large scale developments. 
 
Table 4. Simulation of the best results according to plan typologies at 3 pm for all cases. 

Project Plan Typology Within threshold Above threshold Below threshold Daylight availability 

Kamarany City Point 63% 21% 16% 84% 
Mamostayan City  Large sc. developments* 66% 14% 20% 80% 
Lebanon Village  Double-loaded 54% 11% 35% 65% 
Empire World Mixed 33% 34% 33% 67% 
Gulan Tower Single-loaded 51% 17% 32% 68% 

*Large scale developments. 
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term of daylight performance with a total of 65% and 65.5 
respectively in terms of daylight availability. 

Furthermore, Fig. 6 demonstrates the graphical illuminance 
simulation results for all spaces in overall case studies. The areas 
above the threshold have been revealed in yellow color, while the 

red color indicates the daylight areas bellow threshold and other 
gradual colors refer to the areas within threshold with values 
ranging between 300 to 3000 lux. It is noticeable that apartments' 
corridors and deep interior spaces have the lowest daylight 
performance among other spaces. The simulation program also 

 
Fig. 5. The average percentage of the results of both times (9 am and 3 pm) for daylight availability based on plan typologies. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Daylight Illuminance distribution results for overall case studies. 
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provides the daylight details for each individual space in all case 
studies. 

 
6.2. Results of daylight performance according to LEED 
LEED v4 opt2 is the second type of simulation was run for all 
cases to produce another type of results according to the LEED 
standards. Insight360 setting for LEED simulation of this run was 
as follows:  
A. Location: Erbil city, Iraq.  
B. Date/time: The average weather data of two clear sky days 

within 15 days of 21- September and March   from 9 am to 3 
pm have been selected. The sky model selected for daylight 
calculations is a clear sky. 

C. Illuminance setting: For the daylight illuminance, the threshold 
has been determined between 300-3000 lux   according to the 
LEED v4 option 2.  

Table 5 shows the simulation of the best results according to 
LEED v4 option 2 at 9 am. It is clear that apartments of Kamarany 
City which represent point typology achieved the highest 

percentage of daylight availability with 84% followed by 
apartments of Mamostayan City with 80%, while apartments of 
Gulan Towers, Empire World and Lebanon Village achieved a 
lower percentage of daylight availability with 67%, 66% and 65% 
respectively. It is clear that the results of all typologies are varied 
with each other, ranging from the least 65% for apartments of the 
double-loaded typology to the highest 84% for apartments of the 
point typology in terms of achieving daylight level. This result, 
however, cannot be considered alone as there is another simulation 
to be done at 3 pm. 

Table 6 shows the results of LEED simulation at 3 pm. Results 
of this type of simulation at the mentioned time reveal that the best 
case is Kamarany city achieved the highest average of daylight 
availability with 84% representing point typology, whereas the 
worst case was Lebanon Village with 65% representing double-
loaded plan typology. In the 3 pm simulation, the results were 
changed very slightly and the double-loaded is the worst typology 
and the single point typology was the best for daylighting 
performance compared to other typologies. 

Table 5. Simulation of the best results according to LEED v4 option 2 at 3 pm for all cases at 9 am. 
Project Plan Typology Within threshold Above threshold Below threshold Daylight availability 

Kamarany City Point 63 21 16 84 
Mamostayan City  Large sc. developments* 66 14 20 80 
Lebanon Village  Double-loaded 54 11 35 65 
Empire World Mixed 38 28 34 66 
Gulan Tower Single-loaded 53 14 33 67 

*Large scale developments. 
 
Table 6. Simulation of the best results according to LEED v4 option 2 at 3 pm for all cases. 

Project Plan Typology Within threshold Above threshold Below threshold Daylight availability 

Kamarany City Point 62 22 16 84 
Mamostayan City  Large scl. developments* 66 14 19 80 
Lebanon Village  Double-loaded 54 11 35 65 
Empire World Mixed 33 33 34 66 
Gulan Tower Single-loaded 50 18 32 68 

*Large scale developments. 
 

 
Fig. 7. The average percentage of results in both times (9 am and 3 pm) for daylight availability based on LEED simulation. 
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Figure 7 shows the overall results of this stage of simulation, 
which is the average percentage of the results in both times (9 am 
and 3 pm) for daylight availability according to LEED simulation. 
In both times, with about 62.5% of the total floor area within 
threshold between 300-3000 lux plus 21.5% as above the threshold 
300 lux, accounting a total daylight availability of 84% of the 
entire floor area for the apartments of Kamarany City representing 
the point typology which was recorded the best compared to other 
cases. Whereas, the apartments of Lebanon Village representing 
double-loaded plan typology are the worst in term of daylight 
performance with a total of 65% of daylight availability. Figure 8 
presents a graphical presentation for all cases and typologies 
according to LEED simulation. 

 
 

 

6.3. Daylight autonomy results 
The third type of simulation is Daylight Autonomy, which was run 
for all projects to produce another type of results according to 
LEED standards. In this simulation, the building achieves two 
LEED points if the result is more than 55% in the simulation and 
three LEED points if it attains more than 75%. The annual daylight 
performance in terms of sDA and ASE varies from one case to 
other case studies. Insight360 setting for Daylight Autonomy for 
all cases was run based on the following steps:  
A. Location: Erbil city.  
B. Date/time: The simulation covered the period from January 1 

to December 31, from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm which includes 3650 
hours of daylight simulation. The sky model selected for 
daylight calculations is a clear sky. 

C. Illuminance setting:  

 
Fig. 8. Graphical presentation based on LEED simulation for all cases. 
 
Table 7. Daylight Autonomy simulation results at 9 am for all cases. 

Project Name Typology Floor area sDA 300/50 % sDA 55% >of room area sDA 75% >of room area ASE 1000/250 % 

Kamarany City Point 273 m² 85 85 83 24 
Mamostayan City Large scale developments 766 m² 76 81 68 17 
Lebanon Village Double-loaded 565 m² 62 68 56 13 
Empire World Mixed 742 m² 63 72 60 29 
Gulan Tower Single-loaded 1190 m² 67 81 55 19 
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1. sDA300/50: The percentage of floor area that receives over 
300 lux for at least 50% of 3650 annual hours. LEED points 
are earned for 55% & 75% of Building area. 

2. ASE1000/250: The percentage of floor area that receives 
over 1000 lux for more than 250/3650 annual hours. Only 
areas in Rooms with ASE < 20% Room area can be 
qualified.  

The data resulted from this type of simulation were sDA and 
ASE percentages according to building area. Table 7 shows the 
result of simulation regarding Daylight Autonomy (sDA) and 
Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE) for all cases and typologies. 

Figure 9 shows the highest simulation results of daylight 
autonomy according to plan typologies for all cases. Obviously, 
Kamarany City, which represents the Point typology, got the best 
results, as the overall sDA reaches 85% of the total building area, 
85% of this area reaches more than 55% of sDA which means 2 
points according to LEED standards, 83% of the total area 
achieves more than 75% of sDA, which means three points 
according to LEED. The second best results achieved by 
Mamostayan City, which represents a Large-scale development 
typology reaches 76% as overall sDA of the total area of the 
building, 81% of this area reaches more than 55% of sDA which 
means 2 points according to LEED, 68% of the total area achieves 

more than 75% of sDA which means three points according to 
LEED. On the other hand, Single-loaded, Mixed and Double-
loaded typologies got the worst results with 67%, 63% and 62% 
respectively. Figure 10 presents the highest results of Annual 
Sunlight Exposure simulation according to plan typologies for all 
case studies. 

Annual Sunlight Exposure simulation results show that 
Kamarany city representing Point typology got the best results 
with 24% of the building area got more than 1000 lux of daylight 
for 250 hours per a year, followed by Empire World apartments 
representing mixed typology. In contrast, Single-loaded, Large 
scale development and Double-loaded typologies got the worst 
results achieving 19%, 17% and 16% respectively. Based on three 
types of simulation (Illuminance, LEED, and Daylight Autonomy) 
among all case studies, it can be concluded that point tower 
apartments are the best typology in terms of daylight performance, 
while apartments in the Double-loaded typology are the worst. 
Figure 11 shows that the combination of results of all simulation 
types among the best cases. 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 9. The average percentage of results for daylight autonomy (sDA) according to plan typologies. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE) best simulation results according to plan typology for all cases. 
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7. Conclusions 
Recently, building information modeling is widely used in 
architecture and construction field. One of the most important 
factors that BIM tools can help improve and evaluate the 
performance of a building is daylight within its interior spaces. 
Undoubtedly, the building layout shape affects the quantity and 
quality of daylight that penetrates the building. The relationship 
between building plan typology and the quantity, quality and level 
of daylight within the interior spaces of multi-storey residential 
buildings are important arguments that require verification. From 
this standpoint, the research adopted a verification approach to this 
supposed relationship. Information building modeling has been 
used as one of the most important and accurate methods developed 
to verify this research controversy. An academic licensed Revit 
Architecture 2019 with Plugged Insight360 for daylight analysis 
as one of BIM tools has been applied for achieving this goal. Five 
multi-story residential buildings representing different plan 
typologies in Erbil city were selected as cases of study. The plan 
layout of these cases were classified into various typologies, which 
consist of four main typologies: a point typology that has one 
central vertical circulation; a single loaded corridor also called a 
gallery, it consists of long corridor with apartments from one side; 
a double-loaded corridor has a long corridor rounded by 
apartments from both sides and it has one or more vertical 
circulation; and finally, the large scale development which also 
can be called as segments. Two or more of these typologies can be 
used to produce a mixed typology as a fifth category found in 
Erbils' multi-storey residential buildings. 

To achieve results and to solve the research problem, three types 
of simulation were run on each case study: useful daylight 
illuminance, LEED, and spatial daylight autonomy. These types 
of simulation allow assessing the quantity and quality of the 
daylight availability and also the visual comfort inside the 
buildings reaching to determine the optimal situation. The results 
were analyzed and compared with daylight standards levels. The 
results of the simulation showed that the point plan typology 
provides the optimum daylight performance among all the 
typologies and also providing sufficient daylighting with an 
optimal daylight distribution inside the multi-storey residential 

building. This result is attributed to the fact that the apartments 
within the point typology are overlooking and open to the external 
environment in all sides and this contributes to the exposure of 
each apartment from more than one side to the sunlight. On the 
other hand, the central vertical circulation core of this type is a 
small ratio compared to the building area and also can be lighted 
naturally. As for other plan typologies, the double-loaded corridor 
achieved the worst results among all of the cases of its longitudinal 
shape which provides the apartment with one side of sun exposure 
to the sunlight in most cases. In addition, the corridor cannot be 
easily illuminated because it is surrounded by apartments on both 
sides, and the area of the corridor is not small compared to the total 
area of the building. Based on the most important findings 
achieved, the following are the main conclusions that can be 
referred to: 
• The study concludes that the plan typology has an obvious 

impact on achieving daylight performance in the multi-storey 
residential buildings.  

• The study contributes to the verification of the assumed 
relationship between the plan building typology and the level 
of daylight reaching the interior spaces within residential 
buildings. 

• The use of information building modeling as a tool for 
measurement and analysis has provided a solid environment in 
achieving reliable and accurate results. 

• The current research can contribute to identifying the 
shortcomings of daylight levels in buildings in general and 
multi-storey residential buildings, in particular, seeking to 
overcome it in the early phases of design.  

• The study identifies the optimal daylight distribution within the 
interior spaces of multi-storey residential buildings represented 
by point typology.  

• The outcomes of the current research can serve as a database 
to provide specific design guidelines for optimal daylight 
performance in multi-storey apartment buildings. 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 11. Combination of simulations results. 
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